Section 2
Prussian 18th Century Artillery.
By Christian Rogge
Most of the reconstruction of 7YW Prussian artillery have come from the three-volume work by
Malinowsky & Bonin, Geschichte der brandenburg–preußischen Artillerie, Berlin 1840-42. It provides most
detailed descriptions on the evolution on barrel and carriage design, but comes without images. Regarding
images, most authors work with the same four of five illustrations again and again, which implies not
much has survived WWII. The former Berlin Zeughaus Museum owned a large collection of scale models of
which but few pieces survived. Also the former Potsdam Heeresarchiv had an extensive collection of scale
plans of nearly all Prussian pieces. All was lost with a devastating air raid in April 1945, it seems. Some
scale drawings did survive in Germany or other foreign collections, such as in Denmark, which are mostly
post Seven Years War, but have been of good assistance nevertheless.
To make matters worse, most authors of the previous published literature on Prussian artillery failed to
correctly identify some of the pictured pieces, including Hans Bleckwenn (1987), Die Friedrizianischen
Uniformen, and Martin Guddat (1992), Kanoniere Bombardiere, Pontoniere, Herford 1992. The flaws start with
the 1911 published little booklet by Gohlke, Geschichte der gesamten Feuerwaffen bis 1850. Gohlke comes with
three images of Prussian Frederick II period guns. Two of the three have false captions. This error was
carried into all later publications. Martin Guddat presents several images of a 12-pdr scale model that is
part of the collection of today’s Berlin Deutsches Historisches Museum (the former Zeughaus Museum) – a black
and white photo of another 12-pdr unlimbered, and a 24-pdr limbered, but fails to realise that it is always
the same piece. It is a scale model of the Dieskau design ‘Austrian-type’ Medium 12-pdr, 18D long and
was first cast in 1759. Bleckwenn illustrated the same piece in his book, and – more cautious – presents it
as a Medium 12-pdr ‘believed’ to be mounted on a M1762 carriage. However, the barrel has the 1770’s
mouldings and round button and is mounted on a carriage with a M1774 Richtmaschine.46 It is therefore not
a Seven Years War period gun. By a similar misunderstanding the Heavy 12-pdr, nicknamed ‘Growler’
(German: Brummer), on display at the Paris Musée de l'Armée has often also been regarded a 7YW-period
gun and even sometimes even identified as a French 12-pdr. This is a M1761 Dieskau 22D barrel cast in
1780 mounted on a M1774 carriage. The famous Growlers first fielded at the battle of Leuthen in 1757
were heavy fortress/siege guns of the M1717 design with even longer 24 or 26D barrels and mounted on
a somewhat different looking carriage and not the model on display in Paris.
Obviously – considering the limited material existing to the present day – a good deal of confusion has
spread out among today’s obtainable record on Prussian 18th Century ordnance. The following articles will
be an attempt to restore the lost order and present the development and evolution of Prussian gun
construction in its due context.
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Detailed illustrated descriptions of the Prussian gun laying instruments till approx. 1830 are found in a paper by Malinowsky I.
titled Die preussischen Richtmaschinen, published in Archiv für die Officiere der Königlich Preußischen Artillerie- und Ingenieur-Corps, vol. 8,
Berlin 1839.
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SOJ-6(05)
Introduction to Prussian 18th Century Ordnance
By Christian Rogge

1680 to 1715

The Prussian artillery entered the 18th Century with a wide range of different calibre pieces. Next to the
principal range of Prussian cast 3-, 6-, 12-, and 24-pdrs, also lighter Falconet entitled 1- and 2-pdrs, and a
range of pieces below 1-pdr shot were cast. Even larger calibre pieces of 36, 40, 48, 64, and 100-pdrs were
still in use. Most guns of over 24-pdr were imported from abroad, such as the City of Lübeck. Iron cast
fortress guns of all calibres were almost exclusively imported from Sweden and only few were cast in
Prussia.
The bronze 100-pdr called ‘Asia’ cast in 1704 at the Berlin foundry located immediately behind the
Zeughaus could fire 23cm shot. King Frederick I planned to cast a series of 4 pieces to represent the four
continents. Only ‘Africa’ was cast in 1704 and remained unfinished, ‘Asia’ had a length of 645cm (28D)
and a weight of 19 tons. This was enough to cast thirty 6-pdrs of the ordinary 24D design. These super
heavy guns were meant to serve as a display of the martial brilliance of the house of Brandenburg, rather
than any military value.

Figure 1: Royal Prussian 100-pdr ‘Asia’ of 23cm and 645cm long.
(source: Gohlke, Geschichte der gesamten Feuerwaffen bis 1850. Leipzig 1911)

Next to the cannons also a range of longer barrel Schlangen (culverines) had been accounted for. This class
of ordnance will not be covered here for none were cast after around 1680. By 1700, their continued
design drawings would have been mere tradition.47 Malinowsky & Bonin indirectly indicates, the Prussians
lacked precision in casting and boring the long barrels. Thus, the theoretical advantages of long barrels to
maximise the force of the shot was often offset by the want of the guns manufacturing quality. Only later
in the 18th Century that very long barrels were not required due to the improvement in manufacture and
gunpowder. During the same period a few heavy 16, 18, and 20-pdr howitzers48 were fielded. Mortars
came in a wide range of calibres completely lacking system.
J.H. Holtzmann I regulations and scale drawings, believed to originate from the period 1717-1724, specified a barrel length of
36 D for the 1-pdr Falconet, 30 D for the 3-pdr quarter-culverine, 28 D for the 6-pdr half-culverine or Falcaune, and 30-36 D
for the 12-pdr culverine. The range replaced the former much heavier 4-5, 9, and 18-pdrs culverines (see M&B, vol ii, pp. 52
ff.). No record could be found as to weather any have ever been cast.
48 Berlin foot scale 7.3, 7.6, and 7.9 Zoll – as per French/English declination – the 20-pdr being a re-bored 18-pdr model, really.
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1715 to 1740

With the beginning of the reign of Frederick William I in 1715, the number of calibres was reduced to 3,
6-, 12- and 24-pdrs. This became known as the M1717 ‘New Ordnance’. Many heavier or lighter pieces
were now removed from the inventory supplying the gunmetal for new casts. Just the 1-pdrs of the older
design for fortress armament was cast until 1736. The new M1717 barrels were 22-26D long as opposed
to the former universal 24D for the range from 3 to 24-pdr.
As with other European armies, there was no clear distinction between field and heavy siege or fortress
artillery. The entire range could be found with the army’s artillery park.
 3-pdrs of c375kg served as light regimental pieces,
 6-pdr of c770kg formed the greater part of the heavy position artillery.
 12-pdr of c1,480kg was employed in the line of battle in only very limited numbers
 24-pdr of c2,760kg was too heavy to be of any value in a moving engagement. It’s draught was
usually arranged with the carriage and barrel separated, with the latter being transported on its
own 4-wheel Sattelwagen, and for all demanding a draught of as many as 16 horses.
 The range of bronze cast mortars was reduced to 10-, 25-, 50- and 75-pdrs only.49 Mortars could
remain in use over long periods as long as the piece was found serviceable and the required shells
were found in adequate numbers. It was a 1548 Breslau cast 100-pdr mortar, named Die Sau, that
burst with its first discharges during the short siege of Breslau in 176050.
 During this period only few light 18-pdr Linger design howitzer were cast.
In all, the Prussian M1717 ordnance much resembled weight, dimensions, and tactical employment of
most other European armies at the beginning of the century. Its exterior looks with its revised simplified
shaping became the model for all Prussian guns for the next 100 years until the introduction of the new
design of 1812.
The M1717 Ordnance saw service as field artillery during the War of Polish Succession (1733-1738) and
the First Silesian War (1741-1742). Afterwards it was employed as fortress and siege artillery throughout
the century and well into the 19th C. Many new casts after 1740 continued to be essentially based on the
principal dimensions introduced by Linger in 1717. During the Seven Years’ War, the heavy 12-pdr saw its
‘renaissance’ as field gun, as well as a number of 6-pdrs. With only minor modifications and a reduction in
overall length, both pieces continued to be in service with the field artillery until around 1796.
From 1738 onwards, Prussian gun construction was transformed by the introduction of much lighter guns
than than the M1717 heavy ordnance. This achieved by reducing the weight of the charge, the overall
barrel length, and the metal strength of the gun tubes.
It was the desire of Frederick William I to see also the 24-pdr placed in the line of battle. This led to the
initial lightened construction by Major Ernst Friedrich von Holtzmann II in 1738. His proposed barrel of
only 16D long with a conic chamber design weighed only 1,750 kg. Thus only 10 horses were required for
its draught rather than 16 horses for the M1717 design. The piece performed nearly as good as the
common M1717 24-pdr piece.
The Holtzmann 24-pdr gave birth to a complete range including 3-, 6- and 12-pdrs designed to the same
proportions. It may be entitled the Holtzmann M1738 system. Its rather short barrel construction
combined with reduced metal strength was based on the widespread believe that a powder charge ignited
from a narrowed end of the bore created much more gas pressure to the round then an ordinary bore
design. Based on this observation, Prussians concluded one could arrive at the same gas pressure with less
charge. Less gunpowder also allowed for the reduction of the barrels metal strength.

Berlin foot scale 6.24, 8.48, 10.68, and 12.23 Zoll (16.3, 22.2, 27.9, and 32 cm) – see Scharnhorst, Militärisches Taschenbuch zum
Gebrauch im Felde, Hannover, 1793; app. p. 30.
50 Moritz Meyer, Zur Geschichte der Feuerwaffentechnik, 2nd supplement published in Archiv für die Officiere der Königlich Preußischen
Artillerie- und Ingenieur-Corps, vol. iv, Berlin 1837, p. 244 – and several scattered notice found elsewhere
49
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1740 to 1756

Under Frederick II, this new path in gun construction was pursued. Frederick soon realized that the
reduction of gunmetal required for such a light design allowed to field far greater numbers of cannons
than the old ordnance would have permitted otherwise. These short barrel chamber cannon required only
about half the amount of draught in addition to the reduced metal costs. The cost benifits were hard to
resist for the new king. It also much suited the evolving Prussian battle tactics. Prussian infantry drill had
arrived at outstanding battlefield mobility. All that was missing was a numerous and equally mobile ‘light’
field artillery for best close support. From early on, Frederick separated his ordnance into ‘field-artillery’
and the heavy ‘siege-artillery’ made up of the old M1717 12- and 24-pdrs.
It should be noted that light cannons with shortened barrels and reduced metal strength design had been
known and in use for a rather long time across Europe. Most notably here should have been Count
Mansfeld’s Spanish Netherlands cast light field guns of 1625.51 The Hessian author Wilhelm Dillich
already mentions their invention in his famous Kriegsbuch or Kriegs-Schule, first published as early as 1646.52
Most light guns were thought to be of best used in support of sortie parties, or providing the complement
of regimental cannon ‘à la suédoise’ distributed among the infantry battalions of the first line at a ratio of
one piece per battalion at best.
Truly remarkable – and new – was the radical nature Prussia now pursued the transformation of its field
artillery in its entirety. Far away from the dense fortress belts of the Netherlands, Prussia faced an entirely
different strategic situation that placed greater emphasis on the operations of its field army. Apparently,
Frederick was so enthusiastic about these light pieces, that they were now cast in great numbers. Not only
the regimental guns were augmented from the initial ratio of less than 1 per battalion in 1740 to 2 pieces
for every field battalion by 1742 – including grenadiers – but also the number of heavy position guns
multiplied in short time.
Within hardly a decade, all of the old non-regulation calibre ordnance was melted down to provide the
gunmetal for new casts and the M1717 ordnance relegated to serve as fortress or siege cannon. Even the
100-pdr ‘Asia’ was melted down in 1743.53 With the adoption of the Holtzmann M1738 pieces, that came
either with a conic or cylindrical chamber, the range soon expanded by a number of designs that were
added to the field inventory over the succeeding years.
The Hotzmann M1738 conic chamber 3-pdr had a range of 1,000 paces instead of the desired 1,500 so
other designs were introduced.
 General Christian von Linger contributed a 20 D 3-pdr and a 16 D light 12-pdr. Both pieces were
cast and fielded in significant numbers until 1757/58.
 Oberst-Lt Beauvrye contributed his M1746 3-pdr.
 Holtzmann added a powerful 10/11-pdr howitzer
 Holtzmann 11-pdr gun-howitzer of 1742-44.
 Holtzmann M1744 super light 24-pdr of only 12D length weighing only 673-730 kg – that is less
then the M1738 initial 16D 12-pdr design with 840-925 kg. The Holtzmann M1744 12D 24-pdr
performed remarkably well in the battles of Hohenfriedberg (1745) and Roßbach (1757).
During the years between the 2nd Silesian War (1744-45) and the beginning of the Seven Years War in
1756, Carl Wilhelm von Dieskau added three more designs to the field artillery. After the death of General
Linger, he emerged as the most important designer of Prussian ordnance until well into the 1770’s. His
first three designs were based either on former Holtzmann or Linger constructions54 and intended to be
improvements of the former, rather than a distinct new ‘Dieskau system’ in its own.
 Dieskau M1754 light common bore 18D 3-pdr that was cast in limited numbers only after 175657 to replace losses of older 3-pdr models with these initial campaigns.

Carl von Decker, Geschichte des Geschützwesens und der Artillerie in Europa, 2nd edition Berlin 1822, p. 50
52 See also John Muller, A Treatise of Artillery, London 1768, p. iii. Complete reference of the original: Wilhelmi Dilichii,
Hochvernünfftig gegründet- und aufgerichtete, in gewisse Classen eingetheilte, bisher verschlossen gelegen, nunmehr aber eröffnete Krieges-Schule [sic.],
Frankfurt 1646 (more widely read, it seems, was the 2nd edition of 1689).
53 See Schöning, Historisch-biographische Nachrichten zur brandenburgisch-preussischen Artillerie, Berlin 1844 – 45. vol I, pp. 308 ff.
54 Schöning, ibid. – correspondence Dieskau with the king.
51
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Dieskau M1754 light conic chamber 16D 6-pdr became the first dedicated 6-pdr battalion gun in
Prussian service, to be replaced only in 1759 by a similar common bore Linger design.55
Dieskau M1754 conic chamber bore light 12-pdr model with a length of only 14D.

Both of the latter pieces were cast and tested in 1754-55 and were soon added to the field inventory. As
per Fredericks instructions of 1755, the Dieskau light 12-pdr was to become the model for all future 12pdr field guns.56 The sources and subsequent literature give confusing record on this pieces weight and
dimensions. The original drafts have been lost, it seems. Also Bleckwenn fails to correctly separate the
different existing designs in his paper. In 1754, Dieskau designed one conic chamber bore piece and a
similar common bore piece. Both had a different weight. The common bore piece was designed as a
variant because of its intended alternate method of fabrication.
Around 1753, Weidemann proposed to cast barrels completely solid, omitting the custom core stick, and
do the drilling with the solid piece. This latter method did not allow for the drilling of a narrowed
chamber, it seems. Weidemann’s efforts did not furnish the desired results, so that it was the chamber
bore custom fabricated design that was actually fielded. However, with the Prussian change from chamber
bore to common bore barrels during the Seven Years War, Dieskau’s common bore 12-pdr was now cast
from 1759 on in limited numbers, until it was replaced by yet a third variant designed by general
Holtzendorff at around 1770. All three designs are very light reduced metal strength 14D barrels, but have
a different weight each.

Summary

Summarizing the period from 1740 to the eve of the Seven Years’ War, nearly all Prussian field guns
fielded in 1756 were light chamber bore pieces of mostly 16D length, a new 12-pounder 14D long, and a
super light 24-pounder only 12D long. The Beauvrye 3-pdr was the only remaining ordinary bore design.
Prussia had committed herself fully to rely on a numerous but very light field artillery. The hard fought
campaign of 1757 revealed the shortcomings of the Prussian ordnance. It was especially arranged for
giving best possible close support to an attacking line of battle in an open engagement. This being the
principle way of giving battle as per Prussian combat doctrine.

55
56

Identity of designer could not be found out. Most likely Christian Ludwig von Linger, son of general von Linger
Curt Jany, Geschichte der Preussischen Armee vom 15. Jahrhundert bis 1914, vol. ii, Berlin 1932
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SOJ-6(06)
Linger M1717 Ordnance
By Christian Rogge and Stephen Summerfield
The M1717 ‘new ordnance’ was designed by General Christian Nikolaus von Linger (died 1752) and
Major Johann Heinrich Holtzmann (d. 1724).
Major Johann Heinrich Holtzmann (d. 1724).
Christian Nicolaus von Linger (1669-1755)57 was Born on 5 April 1669 in Berlin. In 1688
aged 19 years, he joined the Prussian artillery as an artilleryman following his father and
grandfather. During the campaign against France (1689-1697), he participated with honour at
the sieges of Bonn and Namur. In 1696, he was promoted to second lieutenant. In 1698,
Christian Nicolaus married Katharina Elisabeth Gräfen (d. 1711) and had four daughters and
a son. His daughter Johanna Henriette (1699-1780) married the later GM Bernhard von
Beauvryé. In October 1701, he became captain and company commander. In 1702 during
the Spanish War of Succession, he distinguished himself at various once more during various
sieges. On 12 March 1705, he was ennobled by Frederick I when he was promoted to major
and Oberst-Lt (1709).
In May 1713 upon the ascent of Frederick William I, Linger retired with the rank of 1st
lieutenant only to be re-appointed on 2 January 1714. In 1715, he saw service against Sweden
at the sieges of Stralsund and Stettin [now Szczecin]. In 1716 with Susanna Maria Kunsch
von Breitenwald (d. 1745) and had no issue.
On 19 February 1716, he was promoted to colonel and Chef of the Prussian Artillery Corps.
This position gave the Royal Prussian Artillery a central and uniform guidance for the first
time. He set about creating new ordnance to re-equip the Berlin Arsenal and the connected
powder factory. Under his management the factory produced almost all the gunpowder
required for the two Silesian Wars (War of Austrian Succession). Linger standardised the
ordnance calibres to 3-, 6-, 12- and 24-pdrs. In 1724 he was appointed the district
administrative official and head of the district authority of rose mountain and was promoted
to GM in 1728. In 1730, he was a member of the court martial of the crown prince and his
friend Katte. On the 24 January 1732 to Vienna his was elevated to imperial nobility. In
1739, he was promoted to GL.
During the first Silesian war, he commanded the artillery at the siege of Brieg. After the
occupation of Silesia, the fortress of Glogau was developed under his supervision. He also
established Silesian artillery companies. In 1743, Linger became the first and only General of
Artillery. In 1744, he became Knight of the Black Eagle Order. During the second Silesian
War, the 75 years old Linger commanded the field artillery regiment fought before Prague
and was praised for their bombardment of the town that capitulated on 16 September 1744.
He died on 17 April 1755 aged 86-year-old in Berlin having served for 67 years and three
Prussian monarchs. Linger was buried in the Berlin garrison church.
Christian Ludwig von Linger was the son of General von Linger. Major (1750) and later
Oberst-Lt. Designed the M1753/1758 10-pdr howitzer.
Peter Samuel von Linger, was a Premier-Capitain in 1762 and probably the son of
Christian Ludwig Linger.

57

Poten, Bernhard von, “Linger, Christian von,” in: Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie 18 (1883), p709-710
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M1717 Barrel Design

Shot diameter (D) divided into 24 parts (p) was the Prussian basic scale for specifying most dimensions of
pieces. The principal proportions of a M1717 barrel, the overall length was divided into 9 equal parts as
opposed to the previous 7 parts. The barrels axis was set at 4/9 plus 3 parts, measured from the base ringe
to central line of the trunnion. The length ratio of 1st reinforce to 2nd reinforce was 2:1 + 0.5 of trunnion
diameter. The latter was usually equal 1 D or 24 parts.
The barrel design for the Linger M1717 barrels had a metal strength based upon the diameter of shot:
Metal strength of the breech
22 parts
24 parts descending to 23 parts
1st reinforce thickness
2nd reinforce thickness
21 parts descending to 20 parts
Chase thickness
18 parts descending to 12 parts
Height of base ring moulding
+5 parts
Height of the muzzle swell
+8 to 10 parts
Muzzle length
2.25 D / 54 parts
Cascabel strength
6 parts
Total button and cascabel length
2.25 D / 54 parts

Figure 1: Sample illustration of a M1717 barrel.58
(Christian Rogge)

Figure 3 illustrates the proportions of Linger’s ‘new ordnance’ as per afore specified figures. It illustrates
the most often employed method to find the dimensions. They were not minutely followed with all
constructions during this period. Especially the length ratio for the 1st and 2nd reinforce varied. In addition
to the ratio of 2:1 + 12 p also a ratio of plain 2:1, 3:2, 5:3, and other more were found.
The M1717 pieces were initially for a charge half the weight of the shot. The resulting metal strength
figures were found based either on the accepted belief a barrel should have a rear metal strength in parts
equal its length in D or alternatively it should equal the diameter of a shot, double the weight of the
charge. For a 24D barrel, this resulted in any case in a strength of 24 parts at the rear. The front metal
strength at the face of the muzzle was usually half that (excluding the muzzle swell.
The shorter 24-pdrs often also had a strength of 24 parts at the rear, while the casts of the 6 and 12-pdrs
for fortress use from 1735 on all had a length of 26 D and a rear metal strength of 25 parts – entitled
‘calibre strong’ – instead of the field guns 24 parts. Note, this rather minor deviation alone added approx.
2 Berlin Centner or 220 pounds to the 6-pdr barrel. Such an original 6-pdr barrel of the Paris Musée de
l’Armée Collection (figure 4) has a weight of 17 Centner 55 pounds as per its engravings, while the regular
1717 field 6-pdr arrived at only 15 Centner 59.

58
59

Based on the extensive details found in Malinowsky & Bonin, Geschichte der brandenburg–preussischen Artillerie, vol. II, Berlin 1841.
15 Centner specified in Schöning, ibid., vol i. This deviation of weight to the Paris Collection piece could indeed be confirmed
by the authors own volume/mass calculations.
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Figure 2: M1717 6-pdr barrel 26 D length (235.5 cm) in the Musée de l’Armée, Paris.
It’s weight, engraved on the cascabel would identify it as the calibre metal strength designed pieces cast in 1735 and 1738 for use as
fortress artillery. The cast-on device to either side of the vent served to fasten a shutter onto the vent (wording???). A M1758 12-pdr seen
in Vienna comes with a similar devise, although there is no mention of it being in use with designs after 1717.

Table 4: Prussian M1717 3-, 6- 12, and 24-pdr Dimensions
M1717 Linger
Common
Batterie 12-pdr
119mm
114mm
5.6kg
274cm
L/24
kg/D
1697-1876kg
303:1-335:1
None
2.8kg
1:2
10 horses

M1717 Linger
Batterie 24-pdr

6 horses

M1717 Linger
Common
Field 6-pdr
94.2mm
90.6mm
2.8kg
235cm
L/26
35kg/D
770kg62
275:1
None
1.4kg
1:2
6 horses

5 in 1718
30 in 1723
3 in 1732
12 in 1735

1 in 1718
30 in 1723
12 in 1726
20 in 1735

8 in 1723
4 in 1726
4 in 1728
4 in 1732
34 in 1736
5 in 1764
40 in 1740
20 in 1775
10 in 1784

in Wesel

None

24 in 1719

None

in Breslau

None

None

29 in 1746
20 in 1775

83 in 1718
26 in 1719
5 in 1721
30 in 1723
21 in 1724
10 in 1725
4 in 1726
4 in 1728
4 in 1732
4 in 1736
2 in 1738
30 in 1718
20 in 1719
None

TOTAL

50

99

Bore
Calibre
Shot
Length
Length ratio
Weight
Weight ratio
Chamber
Charge
Charge ratio
Horses
Cast
in Berlin

M1717 Linger
Common
Field 3-pdr
73.2mm
71.9mm
1.4kg
172cm
L/24
375-384kg61
266:1-273:1
None

149.9mm
143.9mm
11.2kg
316cm
L/2260
kg/D
???:1
None

12 horses

Barrel length of this piece wasn’t consistent. Also pieces with a length of 23 D as well as 21 calibres/bore (21.8 D) were cast.
7CTW 30-50 lb see Jany, vol ii, footnote 53 p. 45
62 14-15 CTW – see Jany vol ii, footnote 53 p. 45 – note the Paris 6-pdr with 17 CTW 55 lb is a heavier Fortress piece, cast from
1735 on. Its serial number 110 indicates a cast of 1746 in Breslau. Metal strength was 25/24 descending 12.5/24 – i.e. calibre
strength not shot strength. My mass calculation arrives at 17 CTW (Paris original) and 15 CTW (Common Field) at described
dimensions – close enough for a confirmation.
60
61
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With these M1717 ‘new cannons’, griffins replaced the former dolphins and the muzzle became odd conic
shaped, replacing the former cornice moulded shape. The button now had a pointed ‘pine cone’ shape,
replacing the former vertical dolphin shaped handle, while the other mouldings remained quite the same.
These exterior distinctions remained dominant till well into the 1770’s. By then the button took up the
shape of a sphere. During the 1740’s the astragal of the chase was more often omitted. The last design
including the astragal of the chase is said to have been the Beauvrye 3-pdr M174663. During the Seven
Years’ War also the astragal of the vent disappeared.

Figure 3: M1717 3-pdr field gun with 24 D barrel length, or 172.5 cm (Christian Rogge)

63

See Malinowsky & Bonin, ibid., vol ii.
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SOJ-6(07)
Prussian Carriage Design 1717-1800
By Christian Rogge and Stephen Summerfield
The M1717 carriage design remained in use until well into the Seven Years War. The carriages for the 3and 6-pdrs had paired spokes. The heavier guns had wheels with spokes in ordinary arrangement. In 1759
during the course of the Seven Years War was a modified carriage design introduced for some of the new
artillery pieces fielded.

Constructors and cartwrights kept modifying minor details throughout the period, but in general carriages
looked like the one illustrated below.
Reminder: in the following sections
 Feet are expressed in Rhenish / Berlin Fuss (1 Fuss = 12 Zoll = 31.4 cm)
 Inches are expressed in Rhenish / Berlin Zoll (1 Zoll = 2.62 cm)
 “D” represents the shot diameter and was subdivided into 24 parts
 “p” represents a 1/24th part of the shot diameter
Prussian 18th Century Artillery, SOJ-6
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Proportions of the bracket cheeks

Prussian M1717 Carriage
[Christian Rogge]

Track
Cheek height:
Cheek Width:
Heavy barrel bracket cheek length:
Light barrel bracket cheek length
Trunnion cut-outs diameter
Trail length
Axle tree
Transom height
Trail transom
Other three transom length

4 Fuss 4 Zoll (136 cm).
3.5-4 D (A) plus 1/3-1 D to allow for the lower cutout
approx. 1 D (equal to the length of the trunnion)
Y and Z = barrel length plus 6 D
Y and Z = barrel length plus 11 D
1 D with centre point (a) was 1/6th beneath the line of
the bracket cheeks upper edge.
3 to 4 D at the lower face, more often equal the height
of the bracket cheeks front face.
1.5 D high and 1 1/3 D wide.
1 D.
Length equals the trails top face
1.5 D. (The front one had a partly bevelled front face.)

The bracket cheeks were made of raw elm planks (Rüsternholz) painted blue. The Royal insignia were
painted with oil colour on the right bracket cheek.

Metal fittings

Metal fittings were of the standard design used by artillery in this period. However, the arrangement of 4
vertical iron straps (b) was distinctively Prussian: one applied at the very front, 2 – sometimes 3 – in the
centre and one at the very rear.

There were also:
 two horizontal bricole hook plates (c). The front one reached approx. to the centre of the bracket
cheeks front section while the rear one reached to the 3rd vertical strap.
 two largish bow shaped plates (d), called Bockhörner (Engl. lit.: ram horns), supporting the axle tree
The bracket cheeks were jointed together by 4 horizontal bolts (e), flat or diamond headed on the right
side, and a corresponding bolt nut on the left with a similar head. The two centre bolts had large floral
ornament shims called Rosen (roses).
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Schusskeile (wedges or quoins)

Prussian M1717 Schusskeile (elevating wedges or quoins).64
[Christian Rogge]

The Schusskeile (wedges or quoins) was an improved design for the M1717 carriage based on the more
simple earlier designs. It remained in use for well over 40 years. Most guns of the Seven Years' War were
equipped with wedges of this design. It consisted of a base wedge and an upright top wedge that stood in
a guide slot (f) cut into the lower wedge. An iron gear rack (g) was fitted to either side of the slot holding
60 teeth to serve as a lock for a bolt of triangular section plugged through the upper wedge (h). The lower
wedge was placed onto the two centre transoms. A dowel (i) on the lower face of the wedge, plugged into
a mortice of the rear centre transom, fastened the wedge to the carriage.

Proportions of the wheels
Length of the naves
Fellows
Wheel camber

4 D and greatest diameter was 3.5 D.
1.25 D high and 1 D wide.
1/16 of its height.

Example of a 3-pdr 51 Zoll [133.5cm] wheel.
The spokes of the 3- and 6-pdrs were more often arranged in pairs. Heavier guns had wheels
with spokes in ordinary arrangement.
[Christian Rogge]

The wheels had a different height for each calibre. With the former pre-1717 carriages it was scaled at 12
D for the medium calibre guns (i.e. the range from 3- to 24-pdr) and proportionally more or less for the
smaller and larger calibre guns. The particular height for the M1717 ordnance could not be ascertained.

64

This depiction is based on a detailed illustrated description found in a paper by Louis v. Malinowsky I. (1839) Die preußischen
Richtmaschinen in Archiv für die Officiere der Königlich Preußischen Artillerie- und Ingenieur-Corps, vol. 8, Berlin.
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The 1745 illustrated 3-pounder has 51 Zoll / 133.5 cm wheels while the M1774 heavy 12-pdr on display at
the Paris Musée de l’Armée has 56 Zoll / 148 cm.65 It is believed the dimensions equalled that of many other
armie’s ordnance of the early 18-hundreds.
The Danish 1706 ordnance66, employing the same Rhenish / Cologne foot scale, had
51 Zoll [133.5cm] wheels
3- and 4-pdr
54 Zoll [141.5] wheels
6- and 8-pdr
56 Zoll [148cm] wheels
12-pdr
58 Zoll [152cm] wheels
18-pdr
60 Zoll [157cm] wheels
24-pdr
The Prussian dimensions should have been quite similar.

Carriage Colour

The carriages were furnished blue, and the metal fittings were painted black. The tools and other
equipment, such as rammers, wedges, etc. were instead painted grey.

65
66

Rolf Wirtgen (1986), Das Feldgeschützmaterial der preußischen Artillerie zwischen 1740 und 1786, Exhibition catalogue, Rastatt.
Manuscript (1706) Praxis Artilleriae, for the Royal Danish Artillery, Archive of the Norwegian Artillery School, Oslo.
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